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News from the Policy
Committee
By Michael Greaney, Chairman
The 2021 Climate Action Plan is the Government’s
roadmap towards a climate-neutral future by 2050.
Being Climate-neutral means we are no longer relying
on fossil fuels (like gas, coal and oil) for our energy
needs- which is better for the planet. Burning fossil
fuels releases greenhouse gases into the atmosphere,
which causes global warming and results in climate
change. To be carbon-neutral, we need to dramatically
reduce the amount of greenhouse gas we put into the
atmosphere and find ways to remove what we’ve
already put into the atmosphere. Government policies
are key to ensuring this happens, forest owners are
key in making this happen-while every individual can
play their part in reducing their carbon footprint, it is
important for all Forest Owners to engage in the Coop discussions which take place online and through
field events such as the Knowledge Transfer
Programme. This programme is being designed at
present with the first information event during the
forthcoming KTG. Training (watch out for further
events over the summer).
Were you approached to sell your forest?
The policy committee also wish to make Co-op
members aware of their high level of companies
from forest companies with their eyes set on
trading carbon, to foreign investors calling on
doors offering you investment deals on your
forest or wanting to purchase your forest. We
advise you not to engage in conversation or

disclose
any
details in relation to your forest enterprise
without talking to the professional

staff at the Forest Owners Co-operative. A few
people have been badly treated by unfortunately
getting involved with such schemes. Call the
office on 086-3435164 for advice.
Forests are important sinks and stores of carbon and
are recognised as being central to meeting the goals of
the Paris Agreement. Forests generally sequester
more carbon dioxide than other land uses, thereby
directly reducing greenhouse gases in the atmosphere.
The Green Deal is an ambitious agenda. It is framed
as a new growth strategy where there are no net
emissions of greenhouse gases in 2050. And where
economic growth is decoupled from resource use. To
achieve this ambition will require action across
several areas to reduce emissions and increase
removals from the atmosphere. Forestry is well placed
to carry out these functions by a combination of
sequestration products made from fossil fuels.
Realising the value of carbon in your forestry
“That you are not rewarded for”
Current scientific values relating to EU/UK/USA
•
•
•
•

1 carbon credit = 1 ton of Co2 sequester
3.67 tons of Co2 = 1 ton of carbon
1 hectare of commercial forestry = 15 tons of
Co2 per hectare per year-above ground
1 hectare of commercial forestry = 20 tons of
Co2 per year- above and below ground

•
•
•
•

Note: this includes leaves, branches, litter,
stump and roots (biomass).
Our current penalty for carbon creation =
€33.50 per ton
Expected carbon tax by 2030 = €120 per ton +
Carbon tax will be estimated in every budget

Extra carbon credits will accrue to all timber and
timber products that will remain as part of our
circular economy such as housing, pallets and
furniture.
Existing trees, ditches, wetlands, permanent pasture,
areas of natural constraint (ANC), headlands all have
a carbon value.
FOCS will fight for your carbon right as you are the
owner of a carbon sink, therefore you are the owner of
the carbon credits. Increase the value of your asset by
talking to us at FOCS.
Our message to government is “Lets incentivise
planting and reduce our greenhouse gas emissions
nationally by rewarding carbon sequestration,
promoting carbon trading and engaging with the
growers to increase the wealth and biodiversity of our
nation.
Our message to members is “Do not sell your assets
until you talk to us first”.
Certification online workshop to take place before the
second week of July 2021, email: info@focs.ie to
make a booking.

Key Challenges in the
licensing system
By: Kathryn O’Donoghue, CEO
The large number of felling, thinning and road
applications being received by the Forestry Service
which are badly completed. This poor level of
attention to detail by foresters presents another level
of work in administration checking, verifying, and
requesting further information.
This time frame of delays can be reduced, and you can
help by:
•

Making the Co-op office your first point of
contact when you need to make an application

•

•

for any kind of licence from the Forestry
Service.
We will discuss with you the forester best
suited to manage your file. The task will be
assigned and checked by myself prior to
submission to the Forestry Service.
Under no circumstances should you sign the
final sheet of the application form for any
forester without having the opportunity to
review your entire application as prepared by
the forester. If you are requested to do this, get
onto myself immediately.

Are you Harvesting in 2021?
To get the BEST OUT OF YOUR CROP make the Coop office your first phone call.
We will organise the best price for you. Either directly
through the mills or through auction if and when
available to us.
The Co-op will assign a Forester to manage the felling
process, making sure he or she adheres to the Forest
Owners Co-Op standards in Felling practice, Health
and Safety and Quality Control.

Did You
Know?
By: Grainne O’Connell

Afforestation is one of the main carbon mitigation
options under LULUCF (land use, land use change
and forestry).
Landowners can combine productive tree and
hedgerow planting, native woodland creation and
continuous
cover
forestry
with
commercial
plantations that will complement the whole farm
enterprise.
What of the 15km screening restriction which is
holding up 75% of felling applications is not a law of
the European Union, it is an outrageous mistake
made by the forest service which is today infringing
on your right to obtain a felling licence to cut your
timber. (More later from the CEO)
Did you know that Forestry has not been represented
at the negotiating table of the new CAP programme.

Kathryn is talking about this since November 2019
and through the back door she has with dedication, on
your behalf, established a collaborative way forward
in contributing to the ecosystems debate, presented a
paper on favouring more diverse livelihood systems in
which forests and trees play an integral part in the
rural economy, also highlighting the role of forests in
aiding adaptation to climate change. Responding to
initiatives on achieving afforestation rate increase
between 2020 and 2030.

Some Recent Changes in
the Felling Licence
Application
By: Kathryn O’Donoghue, CEO

You do not have to complete a Nature Impact
Statement with your felling application for roads or
thinnings unless you are asked to do so by the
Forestry Service.
Never sign off on a Felling Application without
having the opportunity to review the completed
application.
Delay in issuing licences is partly due to lack of
information on application forms e.g. estimated
volume of timber, re-planting structure, mapping
and environmental imperatives. Further changes
such as a pre-planning assessment are also a new
requirement. Contact FOCS for more information.
The Harvest Plan and the Safety Plan are vital,
please request a copy from FOCS or the Harvesting
Manager if you have not been given a copy already.

Don’t forget to make an early booking for our knowledge transfer programme!

Please see included documentation and complete/submit relevant documents to the
FOCS office:
•
•
•
•

Knowledge Transfer Programme Application Form
Yearly Membership Application Form
Forester Booking Form
Upcoming Courses and Field Events

